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Presently working out staff problems

York Student Clinic remains temporarily closed
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loneliness, feelings being psycho-analyzed to
.... , -, °| A lot of people are fucking death; sensitivity is being

alienation, and confusion and their brains out these days, swept away by pragmatical 
doubts about life itself. Ob- Love is a commercial com- logic. People today are ac- 
viously one has to be cautious modity. You can see it in the tually afraid of love, of 
when dealing with such vitally catalogues, Playboy-Cosmopo- passion, of introspection. Thev 
important aspects of human litan. The North American don’t want to leave themselves 

c8le" c®- . .. syndrome — infantile, vulnerable; they don’t trust
Several meetings have been schizophrenic insecurity. anyone, not even themselves,

held to provide members the As the poet Kenneth Rexroth A lot of people are madly 
opportunity to settle their said of our age, “men and trying to get all they can out of 
differences and determine the women torture each other to life, without bothering to live, 
directions the clinic should go. death in the bedroom, just as Numbing themselves with 
The clinic is now searching for dying dinosaurs gnawed each drugs; demanding ex- 
two experienced individuals other as they copulated in the planations; refusing to be 
. h° Wl11 be abIe f° work chilling marshes.” Don’t trust aware of the brilliance of their 
together in running the clinic anyone with your real existence. And that’s why a
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twenty-four hours a day once it ridiculed. Love and 
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Karen Hood of the CYSF 
hopes that the new managers 
will be able to get the volun
teer staff of about forty 
working together effectively 
and consistently, but she ad
mits the difficulty of trying to 
find the right people for the 
job. Outside professionals have 
been asked to contribute their 
advice.
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on a full-time basis. As in the

sexual clinic have a qualified, ex
attraction are one and the perienced staff.
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Once the clinic has been re
opened, it will still take some 
time before its credibility can

01„0 . ... ... be established. Many insure of when it will re-open. disagreed with one another as dividuals, for instance, are 
The clinic is undergoing to the proper ways to deal with often too afraid and em- 
s.r^r1 changes, and cases. When abortion in- barrassed to seek help, 
although everyone would like formation was requested, for Of course, it would be 
to see it opened as soon as example, some sought to find marvelous if man could sud-
possible, no one wants to out the background to the denly free himself, and talk
sacrifice efficiency for the woman’s situation and to speak openly about such things as sex 
™ of h.aste- to her about female sexuality, and drugs. Birth control in-

The clinic was formed to amid the accusations of formation should be more
provide service in giving out women’s liberation. It has also easily obtainable, and not just 
birth control and abortion been confirmed that a couple of from clinics, particularly 
infonnation, providing drug girls were advised to get considering the environmental
crisis intervention, and dealing married, rather than being crisis in terms of excessive 
with other human distress informed about abortion population,
situations. The very word procedures. The problems the clinic
clinic is indicative of the Criticisms have also been expects to deal with, and even 

paranoia which runs through directed at the clinic’s inability the internal conflicts it is now 
all levels of our society about to deal competently with the facing, indicate the degree of

During peak periods “A” Lot is invariably 
full, but space is normally available in “M” 
Lot on the south side of St. Lawrence 
Boulevard. Similarly while “B” and “C” 
Lots opposite the College Complex are 
overcrowded “D” Lot, immediately to the 
west on Steeles Avenue, is usually filled 
only to half its capacity.

In the best interests of all users of the 
parking lots any vechicle found blocking the
free flow of traffic will be tagged for
obstruction and towed to the pound.
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VUHK,

Director of Safety and Security Services.
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IDLER'S JEWELLERY
Make it a perfect Diamond from Adler’s!

We also feature fine Swiss watches: 
Accutron, Butova Caravelle, Omega and Tissot. COU NT ON || g#

10% OF F 
with this ad

TIMEX WATCHES 
25%OFF».

ADLER'S — Your Gift Centre for all occasions- 
FINCH MAIN PLAZA 
2437 WESTON ROAD
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Stop Here,

i / Telephone 741-4931
(One Block West of Weston Rd.)

Lowest prices on Name Brand Skis - Boots - Bindings - etc. M

Such Names as Fischer, Kastle, Dynastar, Erbacher, Rose- * 
mount Boots, Henke, Tyrol — Tyrolia Bindings, Nevada, ■ 
Marker, Saldmon, and others we cannot mention — M

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY! ffl
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Our staff of well 

trained mechanics 

will keep your car 

riding trouble free. 

Our latest scientific 

testing equipment cuts costs and save» you time.

Let Or en Nlrenberg show you the 
important advantages of getting 
an early start with the right kind 
of financial planning. A little now 
goes a long way later. Make 
sense? It has to others on 
campus. Give Or en a call and 
he'll be happy to talk it over.
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Sportcam SKI SHOP
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OREN NIRENBERG

120 Eglinton Ave. East 
Toronto 12, Ont. 
Telephone: 481-6851 Gallello’s ^Service

3374 Keele St. Phone
638-3171

OPEN EVERY 
EVENING TILL 
CHRISTMAS

3898 DUFFERIN
1 block North of Hwy 401 
636-5443

WE OFFER EDGE SHARPENING AND REPAIRS TO ALL 
MAKES.Great-West Life

A..U...CI Q-m CO....,
'NORTH OF SHEPPARD AVE)


